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Avalanche Rescue
The aftermath of
an avalanche – no
one was injured.

Being avalanched is a bad thing – at best it’s scary, at worst fatal. As skiers
and ski tourers we have a responsibility to those with whom we ski to know
how to search for and rescue someone buried in an avalanche. They have the
same responsibility to you, so I would suggest not skiing with people who do
not take the need for avalanche rescue techniques seriously and practice it on
a regular basis.
If you are not killed by the trauma of an avalanche you have a 92% chance of
being dug out alive, if you are rescued in the first 15 minutes of burial. This drops
steeply after 15 minutes, to a 37% chance at 35 minutes, and continues to drop
after that. Statistics from the American Avalanche Association.
It is the party who you are skiing with who must perform the rescue; if you
rely on outside assistance you will be looking for dead bodies. We are going
to look at a standard method for searching and recovering an avalanche victim,
using some standard terms to refer to the different phases of a rescue. They may
sound a bit North American, because they are! North America leads the way in
considering avalanche education a necessary and integral part of ski touring. In
Europe, we could do with accepting that we don’t know as much as we should,
and invest in some avalanche education. This chapter will provide you with the
basic information you need, but it is no substitute for on snow training and
practice. Don’t assume that just because the people you’re with ski a lot they
know how to use all of their equipment or make good decisions, and even if they
do it’s essential that you all practise together throughout the season.
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What we are going to talk about in this chapter is a system for rescue
that will work with any avalanche transceiver. The principles can be applied
to any rescue scenario; it is commonly referred to as ‘companion rescue’.
Once you have mastered the techniques here, it may not be long before you
are teaching them to other people.
Top Tip
Swiss avalanche educator and researcher, Manuel Genswein, has
worked out an efficient step-by-step way of teaching a new user
the basics of companion rescue in about 15 minutes. This was
designed so that guides could pass on the basics to their clients in
a clear, structured way to give them some chance of digging out a
guide should he be avalanched. I have outlined this method in the
Appendices. I would suggest using it as a basis for training friends
who have not done any rescue training before you ski off-piste with
them.

Transceivers
The transceiver should be worn under a layer of clothing; this allows quick
access but reduces the chance of the unit being ripped off the body in an
avalanche. Each unit has a different harness system so follow the manufacturer’s instructions. An accepted alternative is to carry the unit in a zipped
pocket with the retaining strap clipped to something and the screen facing
the body for protection.
There is considerable evidence that the effectiveness of your transceiver
can be significantly reduced (potentially fatally) by electronic interference.
This can be from any electronic device: mobile phones, Go Pros, GPS units,
etc. The recommendation is that the electronic device should be at least
40cm away from your transceiver. Smartphones are particularly guilty of
causing interference.
Transceiver check

Transceiver worn under
a layer of clothing.

When you head out every morning make sure you check your transceiver’s
battery power before you leave the house. If you don’t manage this, at least
check it before you leave the car. I always have spare batteries and usually a
spare transceiver in the car.
Start of tour transceiver check
It is essential to check at the start of each tour that everyone’s transceivers
are working and that everyone can hear everyone else’s. This is especially
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the case if you have any people in the group with older analogue transceivers, which may have drifted off signal and not be detected or not be
able to detect modern digital units. Both situations have happened to
me at the start of tours. Now I won’t ski with clients who have analogue
transceivers and am reluctant to ski with anyone who is not using a threeantenna transceiver.
I will perform this check once at the start of a tour, or if I am skiing with
people where I do not know if their transceivers work or not.
The easiest way to check that everyone’s transceivers is working is to
stand the team in a line with their units on ‘receive’ mode; one person walks
away with their unit switched off until they are over 50m away. That person
stops, turns their unit to send and slowly walks back towards the line, as the
unit is detected the detector puts their hand up. This gives a visual indicator
of the range of a unit. Walk in until the units all read ten metres, this is a
further check that all the units are working the same.
To check that units are sending, everyone turns their unit to send, the
same person who walked away last time walks 50m away and turns their
unit to receive. The team walk towards them one at a time, the receiver can
note when they first picked up the unit. Make sure there is at least a 50m
gap between each person to ensure the correct units are being detected.
The person can walk on by and get ready to go skiing.
This way the send and receive function on everyone’s unit is checked.
If you are skiing with the same team regularly or for a week I will only
perform this at the start of skiing time together.
Daily transceiver check
I do this every day before skiing. If leaving from the car with or without a
lift, it is best done in the car park so something can be done if you discover
a faulty transceiver.
The test is a simplified version of the previous test. One person is chosen
to perform the test. They stand about 50m from the group and turn their unit
to receive. The group then turn their units to send and come past one at a
time; this can be performed on foot, skin or ski. If on ski just make sure the
group come past slowly enough to confirm the test for each person, and
keep far enough apart to check one person at a time.
Some transceivers have a group check function which reduces the range
to one metre, so that the checker can go round the group, and easily check
one transceiver at a time.
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Daily transceiver check
best done next to the
car or hut where you
can sort a problem if
you discover one.

Most modern transceivers have a group check function; this reduces the
range to 1m, which makes it much easier to check that everyone is in send
mode. The checker can stand still and get his group to come past one at
a time; the sending unit should be picked up at 1m distance. When all is
done the checker turns his unit to send and shows it to one of their team
as confirmation.

Companion rescue
The exact organisation of a rescue will depend on the number of victims,
rescuers and the situation. We will start with the most basic, one-to-one
rescue and build from there. We will look at managing a rescue once we are
comfortable with the techniques. You will hear this referred to as ‘companion rescue’, and if you read more into the subject you will hear the actual
search referred to as the ‘induction method’.
There are two possible scenarios; the first, where you witness someone
being avalanched, the second, where you come across a situation where
someone has been avalanched.
Let’s start with the first. If you see someone being avalanched watch
where they go, if they vanish under the snow mark in your mind the last
point where you saw them. If you deem it safe to enter the area, ski in and
mark that point; a vertical ski pole is ideal. Now you do not need to search
the area above that point. Look for visual clues; it is easy to get focused on
your transceiver and miss the foot, glove or hand sticking out.
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Avalanche search
pattern showing the
different search phases.
This diagram has
been reproduced with
kind permission from

1 Signal Search

Backcountry Access
Copyright © Backcountry
Access Inc 2014.

20m

40m

40m

20m

2
Coarse Search
Fine Search
3

single searcher
search path

multiple searchers
search path

If you come across an avalanche incident, hopefully a search will already
be under way. If not, find out how many people are buried, and ask the
witnesses to turn their transceivers off and get out their shovels and probes.
If they haven’t already started searching they probably don’t know how to,
so don’t waste time finding out.
Make sure all the other transceivers on site are switched off, and ask
someone to make a manual visual check so you don’t waste time following
a false signal.
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Take care!

Avalanche on Mont
Blanc du Tacul with

Only perform a search if you
feel it is safe to do so; do not
put yourself or your team in
danger. Adding more victims
is bad. In most scenarios once
an avalanche has occurred the
slope is stable, but there are
occasions when this may not
be the case. The most common
situation where you may choose
not to perform a rescue is if
there is a risk of a secondary
avalanche, or you have to go
under a serac (unstable ice cliff)
to perform a rescue.

searchers choosing to
accept the risks involved
in being in the line of
any debris falling from
seracs above. They have
made the decision to get
involved in the rescue.

Signal search
This is the first phase of the search, and you need to make sure you cover
all the debris (if you have marked the last seen point you can start there).
Traverse the slope on foot or ski depending on whichever is easiest. Move
horizontally across the top of the search area 20m in from the edge, drop
down 40m then traverse again until you are 20m from the other side. You
have to assume that the victim is buried deeply, is lying on top of their
transceiver, and has weak batteries; all of these factors will reduce the
signal strength. This search pattern will ensure that the victim is not missed
on the first pass. Move quickly looking for visual clues. You may pick up an
intermittent signal at extreme range which can be confusing. Keep going
with your signal search until you have a solid lock – you are unlikely to get
this until you are within 40m of the victim. Keep moving until the unit reads
less than 40 metres.
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Coarse search
Once you have detected the signal follow the direction and distance
indicator on your transceiver. Keep moving quickly.
The coarse search
done is on skis if
the terrain allows.

Mammut Barryvox S
showing distance
and direction.
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Fine search
As you reach 3m from the victim, move your transceiver
down next to the snow and use the distance display to find
the minimum reading. Mark the minimum point on the snow.
Keep your unit in the same orientation (i.e. always pointing
the same direction) during this phase. When you get close
the easiest way to get the minimum reading is to use a
system referred to as ‘bracketing’. Get as low a reading as
possible on your unit as you come in – you may go past the
victim and the numbers will increase. If this happens go back
to the minimum and, keeping your unit in the same orientation, move the unit from side to side again looking for the
minimum. You may have to repeat this procedure a couple of
times to reach the minimum. When you have found it mark
the point with a hat or glove so you don’t lose it while you are
getting your probe ready.
Fine search with

Pinpoint search

transceiver close to
the snow and always
in same orientation.

Get your probe out and probe perpendicular to the surface of the snow.
Start at the lowest reading you got from your transceiver, then if you don’t
get a positive strike move out 25cm and probe in concentric circles. Each
new circle should be 25cm out from the last one.
When you probe, stand with your legs apart and probe vertically between
your feet at right angles to the surface of the snow, Always use gloves to
protect your hands from a cold injury, and to avoid the probe warming up
and getting snow stuck to it which will reduce its efficiency.

Once you have got
the lowest reading
deploy your probe.
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Probing using a hat
to mark the lowest
transceiver reading.
This avoids confusion
in the debris.

When you get a positive probe strike (it will feel like a body, not a rock
or snow – practise on a buried rucksack to get the feel) leave the probe
in place. This does two things; it reassures the victim that you have not
missed them and that you are starting to dig, and the probe also gives a
visual reference. Once you start digging the snow all looks the same so you
need a reference point.

Shovelling
With modern transceivers and practice the search phase of any companion
rescue should be fast; digging the victim out is what takes time and is really
hard work.
A lot of research has been done in this area to find the most efficient way
to dig a victim out of an avalanche. As a general principle you want to avoid
moving snow more than once, so efficiency is everything. Start by ‘paddling’
the snow to the side, this is best done from a kneeling position, once you
can’t effectively move any more snow this way change to classic digging.
Avalanche debris is usually pretty solid so you may find the best way to
move snow is to block it using your shovel then move it. Even dry snow
compresses into a solid, hard-to-dig mass, and wet snow sets like concrete.
Effective digging in avalanche debris requires a metal-bladed shovel. Plastic
shovels flex and bend, they do not cut into the debris and are ineffective in
digging. If someone comes skiing with me with a plastic shovel I will swap
it with my metal shovel, that way at least they will have the best tools to
dig me out.
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If the probe strike is less than 1m deep (markings on the probe) start
digging one pace downhill from the probe. If the victim is deeper, move 1.5
times the burial depth downhill, and start digging into the hillside towards
the victim. Think about digging a ramp down towards the victim, this is the
most efficient way to move snow. The advantages of starting downhill are
that there is less snow to move and you won’t compact the snow on top of
the victim so compressing their airspace.
There have also been lots of tests done as to the most efficient use of
manpower if there is more than one rescuer. The consensus seems to be:
One rescuer. As above.
Two rescuers:
< 1m burial, start just below the probe then work side by side.
>1m burial, one rescuer just downhill of the probe, the second downhill
1.5x the burial depth.
Three rescuers:
<1m burial, one rescuer digs down just below the probe and the other
2 rescuers dig in from 1.5x burial depth downhill.
Paddling snow to the side,
then blocking snow and
rolling it out of the way.
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Four rescuers:
<1m burial, two rescuers work downhill of the probe then the second
two work 1.5x the burial depth.
>1m burial, start as above, as the hole gets deep you may want to pull
one person out of the hole to create space to work, they can then
rotate back into the team as people tire.
Five rescuers:
<1m burial as with four, but the extra person prepares for the victim
and rotates in as the shovellers get tired.
>1m as with <1m.
If you have more rescuers they can rotate in as the team tire, rotating
every minute seems the most efficient. When digging there is no point in
making the front any wider than 2m; when you find the victim work out
which way round they are facing and dig towards the head.
Once you have got to the head, clear the airway (this may involve scooping
snow from their mouth), reassure them, and dig the rest of their body out as
quickly as possible as it is common for people to be in a panicked state. Turn
off their avalanche transceiver as soon as possible, so it doesn’t interfere
with the search for any other victims. If they are unconscious you will have
to go through your standard first aid and look after their airway. You can
assume a degree of hypothermia as well.
You must practice this regularly; by practice I mean realistic scenarios on
difficult ground with deep burials. Burying transceivers under leaves in the
park is no substitute for avalanche education and regular practice.

Managing a rescue
If there is more than just you to perform a rescue then there is a degree of
management and teamwork required to carry out an efficient rescue.
We will consider one buried victim and multiple rescuers to begin with,
then we will move onto multiple burials.
Whether you arrive on scene or if it is one of your party who has been
avalanched, the most important thing is the safety of the whole party; there
is no point adding to the victim list. If you don’t feel it is safe to enter the
area of the avalanche you will have to make that horrific decision.
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Managing a rescue –
teamwork is the key.

Start by appointing a leader. This person needs to manage those on the
surface to ensure efficient use of manpower, and keep track of victims as
they are dug out. This may not be the most experienced person, whose
expertise in the use of a transceiver may be best used in the actual search.
Identify your searchers and manually check that everyone else has turned
off their transceivers. Less is often more here as too many people with
beeping transceivers will confuse the search. If you have enough people,
you could send someone down straight away to ski across the debris
looking for visual clues. They can have their transceiver on receive while
they do this, but their focus should be on the visual.
Depending on the size of the debris and the number of people you have
available, you should have two people splitting the search pattern described
earlier, or have people spread at 40m intervals across the debris starting and
finishing 20m in from the edge.
Once a signal is detected, it is the leader’s role to ensure that the search
pattern is reorganised to make sure the whole debris is checked on the
first pass.
While the searchers are getting to work, the rest of the team can be
assembling shovels and probes ready for the pinpoint search and the
recovery. If you have multiple victims it is the leader’s job to keep track of
the number of people rescued.
It is normal practice to perform the companion rescue, then call for
outside help when everyone has been accounted for. In the case of a
big team someone could be doing this while the team search and begin the
recovery phase. If you don’t have the manpower, focus on the rescue first,
remember the victims have 15 minutes.
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Multiple burials
This is the worst-case scenario when you end up with a number of people
buried under the snow. The search is set up as described above. Once the
first victim is discovered the people not searching can be straight in with
a probe and shovels while the rescuer(s) search for the next victim. You
should know there are multiple burials from witnessing the avalanche or
interviewing a survivor. If you have arrived on scene and your transceiver
is detecting multiple burials then you know to continue the search after the
first victim has been found. If you suspect a multiple burial but don’t know
for definite if this is the case, find the first victim, then once recovery of the
first victim is underway search the rest of the debris using the signal search
method described earlier.
Research has shown that the best way to ensure the maximum number
of survivors is to practice what is known as reverse triage. In a normal first
aid situation you go to the quiet unconscious people first. In an avalanche
rescue situation you check those on the surface first, they may have a
serious bleed that can be easily treated where as those buried under the
snow are an unknown quantity until they have been found and dug out. If
everyone is buried then digging the shallower burials out first will increase
the chance of rescuing some people, whereas if you commit to a deep
burial then you will easily use up your 15 minute rescue window before you
get to the first victim. If you dig out any shallow burials first you may end up
with another digger to help with any deeper burials.

Mammut Barryvox S
transceiver showing
the mark function.

There are a number of possible techniques to deal with a multiple burial
situation depending on the type of transceiver you have. We have outlined
the two most common multiple burial features, then described two methods
that do not rely on any specific transceiver feature.
Multiple with mark function
The ‘mark function’ on a transceiver has been a big step forward
in effective searching for multiple avalanche victims; however
it doesn’t always work. Make sure you read and practise the
‘micro search strip’ and ‘three circle’ methods outlined below.
If your avalanche transceiver has a mark function, once you
have a probe strike on the first victim, hold the unit about 1m
above the snow and press the mark button. The unit will then
ignore that signal and immediately begin to search for the next
unit. When it has found it, follow the unit as per the first victim.
If no signal is detected then return to the signal search phase.
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Three circle method
If during the coarse search you detected more than one buried victim and
don’t have, or are struggling with, the Mark Function, then the ‘three circle
method’ may help find a second victim. Find the first victim as normal, then
using the probe on the first victim as a central point move out 10m and walk
in a circle with a 10m radius. You are looking for a signal on your unit that is
not the person currently being dug out. If you don’t detect a second signal
move out a further 5m and repeat, then a further 5m. If you haven’t detected
a second signal at this stage return to your signal search at 40m spacing. You
may find that certain transceivers won’t let you do this so it is worth making
sure you have practised and are very comfortable with the nuances of your
particular device.
Any avalanche situation is going to be incredibly stressful, so make sure
you have practised it thoroughly so all the elements discussed here become
second nature.

Three circle method.

10m

3 2 1
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Micro search strip
An alternative technique to the three circle method, which also works really
well if you have multiple burials in a small area, is the ‘micro search strip’.
This is effectively a scaled-down version of the signal search with two main
differences – the size of the pattern, and the function of the transceivers you
are going to use. To make sure the second victim is not going to be missed
we use a spacing of 3 to 4m, about the length of two skis end to end. Start
about this distance uphill from the first victim. When using the transceiver
you are now going to ignore the direction arrow and concentrate on the
distance and audible signal.
Move horizontally across the slope until you are 3m in from the edge of
the debris, then up or down the debris depending on which direction you
have already searched (down if you have already searched the debris above
the victim). Move down 3m, then across the slope until you are 3m in from
the edge, then down again. It is important to keep the search pattern as rigid
as possible and keep the search lines straight. You are looking for a change
in the distance reading that will indicate the proximity of a new transceiver.
Once this is detected, use the induction method to find the victim. If there
are further victims, return to the point where you deviated from the micro
search strip pattern and continue with the search pattern.

What to do if you are the victim
Being avalanched is one of the most stressful things that can happen in the
mountains. It has happened to me once, I was buried to my waist and don’t
want to go through that again.
If you are caught, give a big shout so people know you have been caught
and they can watch where you go. Try to hold onto anything, or if there is
nothing you can claw at the bed surface, or try to dig your ski poles in. Any
delay you can make before being swept off will allow snow to move past
you. The closer you are to the top of the avalanche the more likely you will
be on the surface.
If you have an airbag, deploy it. If you have an Avalung, fight to get the
tube in your mouth.
Get rid of your poles, and if possible your skis, as quickly as possible as
they will drag you down (I don’t use the wrist loops on my poles for this
reason). Fight to stay on the surface. As you feel the avalanche slowing
down, make a huge effort to get clear. If you can move your arms, try to get
them in front of your face to create an air pocket. If you are buried, try not
to panic. Easy to say I know, but panicking will use up your oxygen supply
more quickly. Finally, hope that your team’s avalanche rescue training has
been effective and worthwhile.
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First Aid
Using tactical digging you are digging a trench towards the victim. When you
arrive at the victim slow down and work out where the head is. Clear the
head as quickly as possible. Your priority is to clear the airway as quickly as
possible. If you can’t get to it do not try and pull them out of the snow – clear
the snow around them and roll them out of the snow into the trench.
If they are not breathing then you need to consider the following:
• Obvious lethal trauma or body completely frozen; do nothing and look
after your team.
• If clear airway but not breathing commence CPR but consider reverse
triage. At some point you may not be able to continue and need to look
after yourself and your team.
• No pulse AND airway packed with snow and burial time of 35 minutes
you need to consider whether it is realistic to start CPR. If you do how
long can you continue before effecting you and your teams well being?
Some final thoughts
Now think back to the Kittelfjäll case study in the previous chapter. What
about first aid, and what will you do to stop your casualty becoming hypothermic? Are you able to contact the emergency services in a foreign
country and guide them precisely to your location? Is there a suitable place
to land a helicopter at the accident site? How do you prepare an appropriate
landing zone for a rescue helicopter?
Now with all that in mind, doesn’t looking for your friends’ beacon under
some leaves in the park seems pretty inadequate? We recommend that you
take a one-day avalanche rescue course where all of these skills get taught
and you’ll practise complex in-depth staged rescue scenarios. Having the
right equipment alone is simply not enough if you’re going to give yourselves
a fighting chance of a successful rescue. Having the right equipment and
these skills honed gives us an important margin of safety in the mountains.
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